UELN: _____________________________

Date/Place:_________________________________

Movement under rider
Walk

Trot

Rhythm

-3

-2

-1

Judge: ________________________

0

1

pace

clear 2-beat (lateral walk)

Activity

lazy

diligently striding

Suppleness

stiff

elastic

Freedom of shoulders

short

long

Reach of hind limbs (overstepping)

inactive (short)

active (long)

Rhythm

irregular

regular

Freedom of shoulders

short

long

Mechanics of front limbs

straight forelimb

much knee action

Impulsion

weak

powerful

Thrust (hind limb activity)

inactive, sluggish

active, energetic

Carrying power

pushing

carrying

Balance

lack of balance

very balanced

Suppleness

tense

supple

Ground covering

little

much

Direction of movement

downhill

uphill
markedly skewed

Freedom of shoulders

short

long

Mechanics of front limbs

straight forelimb

much knee action

Rhythm

irregular (4-beat)

regular

Direction of movement

downhill

uphill

Alignment

markedly skewed

Thrust (hind limb activity)

inactive, sluggish

active, energetic

Suppleness

stiff

supple

Carrying power

pushing

carrying

Balance

lack of balance

very balanced

Suspension period/ground covering little
Special

3
regular

Alignment
Canter

2

irregular

Correctness of limb movement

much

plaiting (brushing)

remarks

dishing (winging)
unilateral

bilateral

unilateral

bilateral

Rotation in the hock

Irregularity

marked rotation

markedly irregular
Lameness

Coordinatiom

uncoordinated

Tail position

markedly off-center

Tail swishing

frequent swishing

Tail tone

un-toned

over-toned

tail plaited

tail toupet

Breathing sound
Behaviour

marked breathing sound

Confidence

timid, shy

confident

Temperament

very calm

nervous

Willingness to move

reluctant to move

diligent

Willingness to perform under rider

little

much

Cooperativeness

incooperative

cooperative, obedient

Chewing activity / bit acceptance

pulling against the hands

softly on the bit

Tongue sticking out

tongue markedly sticking out

Teeth grinding

Presentation

Rider (name):

permanent teeth grinding

Rideability

unrideable

eager, easy to ride

Influence of the rider

negative

positive

Strength of aids

subtle

strong

________________________

UELN: _____________________________

Date/Place:_________________________________

Free jumping
Free jumping

-3

-2

-1

Judge: ________________________

0

1

2

3

Rhythm

not fluent

fluent

Elasticity

stiff/tense

elastic

Balance

poorly balanced

well balanced

Take-off power

weak

powerful

Reflexes

slow

quick

Attention

inattentive

attentive

Overview

little

much

Jumping ability

little scope

much scope

Willingness to perform

little

much

Preparation

negative

positive

Foreleg angulation

straight

angulated

Uneven forelegs

markedly uneven

Pointing of the forelegs

foreleg under body

reaching-out foreleg

Back technique (bascule)

hollow back

rounded back

Alignment

markedly tilted leg

Hind leg technique (haunches)

tight (under body)

long hind leg

Tucking up of hind legs

standing hind leg

open

